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I INTRODUCTION > I' -" .)-I

Research on the deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT) is

important to the Air Force because many of the energetic propellants

required for present and future long-range delivery systems are explo-

sively-filled compositions that are capable for undergoing DDT. HMX-

based propellant, for example, usually burns reliably in rocket motors.

On several occasions, however, it has detonated and destroyed the motors.

Possible causes that lead to detonation in a rocket motor are fracture

of propellant ahead of the flame and the subsequent formation of shock

waves produced by the increased burning rate of fractured propellant.

But even in this case, the mechanism of DDT and the conditions for its

initiation are not adequately understood.

The long-range objective of the present research program is to

develop a computational capability for assessing the DDT hazard in

explosively-filled propellants. The program is based on the concept

that an understanding of the fundamental physical and chemical processes

involved in one-dimensional DDT is necessary if the objective is to be

achieved. Combined theoretical and experimental studies to determine

the pressure fields behind and ahead of the flame and to establish the

mechanisms of DDT are required.
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II THEORETICAL STUDIES

In the theoretical study, attention was given to the factors govern-

ing shock formation in front of an accelerating flame. Formation of a

shock is necessary for the onset of DDT because detonation is a shock

that is supported by a chemical reaction. The flame was treated simply

as a reactive discontinuity.

Let t denote time, h the Lagrange distance, v the specific volume,

u the particle velocity, a the stress, and e the specific energy. The

subscript o will denote the compressed material in front of the flame

and the subscript f will denote quantities associated with the flame.

The one-dimensional flow in front of the flame is governed by the follow-

ing differential equations

( =) v , (1)_v)h = o (

( t - (2)
th o t

and

Le -O (3)

which express the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy, respectively.

The flame is governed by the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions

v_(F -u+) v+(F -u) ,(4)

2
(u - u+) (p_- p+) (v+-v) (5)

and

2(e - e+)= (p + p+) (v+ -v) (6)
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where F denotes the Eulerian velocity of the flame and the subscripts

+ and - denote the initial and final states, respectively, connected by

the flame.

It is convenient in considering shock formation to rewrite Eqs. (1)

and (2) as

- v( = c(7)oL h t u

and

v°  h =C (8)~ auj at1h a

Equations (7) and (8) are also useful for purposes of the Lagrange

analysis. The quantities C and C are, respectively, the slopes ofu a

the curves of constant particle velocity and stress in the (t,h) plane.

In other words, the points of constant particle velocity in a wave

propagate at C and the points of constant stress propagate at C0 .U

A shock will be formed in the compressive part of a wave when the wave

profile steepens as the wave propagates. The conditions for compressive

wave steepening, (3C u/u)h > 0 and (aCa/30)h > 0, are thus kinematic

conditions for shock formation. These conditions are related to dynamic

material properties by the following equations

(aC _ (a2u/v2)h

au--h 0 (au/av)h

and

(C"a (2a/au2) hSh v (aa/au)h (10)

obtained by differentiating Eq. (7) partially with respect to u and

differentiating Eq. (8) partially with respect to a. Because (au/av)h < 0

and (a/u h > 0 during compression, the dynamic material properties

associated with shock formation follow readily from Eq. (9) and Eq. (10)
2 2 2 2

as (u/av) > 0 and (2a/au) > 0.
h h
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Properties of the Lagrange stress-strain curve associated with shock

formation are obtained from the equation

obtained by combining Eqs. (7) and (8). Differentiation of Eq. (11) gives

the equation

2 (320/3V2)

-v = V (Cu/au) + Cu(9C/3) ; (12)
o (3075v) h o u h u aY h

the condition that the Lagrange (a,v) relationship must satisfy for shock

formation to occur in compression follows as (3 2a/v 2)h > 0 because

(a/av) h < 0.

We will now consider shock formation in a simple wave adjacent to a

constant state. In a simple wave, the stress and specific volume are,

functions only of particle velocity. C( = Cu, and the curves of constant

particle velocity, of constant stress, and of constant volume are straight

lines. Equation (11) can then be written as

S ... .I (13)

\3)h (c20

and differentrated to give the equations

v (2/v2)h  Ca 3 CaI aCui

M. Cowperthwaite and R. F. Williams, "Determination of Constitutive
Relations with Multiple Gages in Nondivergent Waves," J. Appl. Phys,

42, (1971), p. 456.
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These equations again show that the condition (9 2 av2 ) > 0 must be

satisfied for shock formation. In classical work, simple waves are

treated in terms of characteristic curves. The differential equation

for the characteristic curves is

dh vc
± + 0- (15)dt -v

2
where the sound speed c is defined by the identity (c/v) - (ap/av) s

and where s denotes entropy and p denotes pressure. The characteristics

associated with the plus sign are called C+ characteristics and those

associated with the minus sign are called C characteristics. At this

stage we identify the stress with the pressure, set C = p accordingly,

and use the e = e(s,v) equation of state to rewrite Eq. (3) as

O . 0 (16)

It then follows from Eq. (11), Eq. (16), and the identity

( h (s )h (17)

that

C C 2
- u (18)() 2 2

Equation (14) for the simple wave can then be written as

dh + C (19)

dt u

and it follows that the characteristics coincide with the curves of

constant particle velocity and are straight lines.
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We will now consider shock formation in a simple wave produced by

an accelerating piston or an accelerating flame. A shock is formed where

the forward facing characteristics emanating from the piston or the flame

intersect to form an envelope. Integrating Eq. (19) gives the particle

velocity field for the flow produced by a piston as

h = C ut - tp(U)] 9 (20)

where the subscript P denotes the piston, and gives the particle velocity

field for the flow produced by the flame as

h = hf(u) + Cu (t - tf(u)) (21)

The condition that the derivative (ah/u)t vanishes on the envelope

formed by the characteristics gives the parametric representation of this

envelope as

C

te tp(u) + ( (22)

and 2

h =U
e (dup/dt)(dCu/du) (23)

where (dC u/du) - - v (a2 p/3v 2)s /2(3p/3v) . Equations (22) and (23) show

that the C+ characteristics emanating from an accelerating piston

du /dt > 0 form an envelope in front of the piston hp = 0 when

(a p/av )s > 0. Let the subscript i denote the initial condition at

the origin. When (dup/dt)i > 0, the shock is formed at the point t = to,

h cotc on the C+ characteristic through the origin; tc is given by

Eq. (22) as

c
t 0 (24)c (dup/dt)t(dCu/dU)

i

The parametric representation of the envelope associated with an

accelerating flame is obtained from Eq. (21) as
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(C - dhf/dt)
t = tf(u) + (duf/dt)(dC/dU) (25)

and

he = hf(u) + Cu (Cu - dhf/dt)
(duf/dt)(dCu/dU) (26)

We consider a flame with an initial velocity (dhf/dt)i 0 but with an

initial acceleration (du f/dt) i > 0. In this case, as with the accelerat-

ing piston, the shock is formed at the point t = tc, h = c 0t on the C+

characteristic through the origin; the time t is given by
C

c
0 (27)

c (duf/dt)i(dC /du) i

from Eq. (25).

It is clear, in contrast to the case of the accelerating piston,

that there is a class of accelerating flames that is associated with

shock formation and a class that is not. These classes are separated by

the accelerating flame that overtakes the first characteristic at the

time t c . A shock is formed by accelerating flames that would overtake

the first characteristic after t but not by accelerating flames that

overtake the first characteristic before t . Solutions for such flows
c

will be considered in future work.
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III EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

The purpose of the experiments described in this section was to

obtain stress-time measurements in a propellant as it underwent the

transition from one-dimensional deflagration to detonation. Additionally,

we hoped to measure the flame velocity in the propellant. The experi-

mental arrangement, shown in Figure 1, consisted of a thick-walled steel

confinement tube, end plugs, an igniter cup, a PMMA tube containing the

propellant and stress gages, and bolts and nuts to clamp the end plugs

tightly to the confinement tube.

DDT Confinement Tube

The confinement tube was made of 4142 steel. It was 28 in. long

with an i:side diameter of 3 in. and an outside diameter of 7 in. The

confinement tube, end plugs, and clamping bolts were designed to confine

the high gas pressures generated in the igniter region and by the burning

propellant until pressures of the order of thousands of bars were reached.

The inside diameter of the tube was large enough to make any diameter

effect on burning negligible and to exceed the critical diameter of the

propellant. The end plug at the igniter end had a hole through which

the igniter leads were passed.

Igniter

The igniter material was a mixture of boron and potassium nitrate

with a laminac-lubersol binder obtained from Polytechnic Specialties in

Byron, Georgia. The mixture was 22.7% boron, 71.7% potassium nitrate,

and 5.6% binder. This mixture generates about 1600 cal/g of material.

About 10 g of the igniter powder was placed in a Lucite cup lined on the

bottom with a nichrome heating ribbon. The cup had an inside diameter

of 2.5 in. and a depth of 0.25 in. The nichrome ribbon was about 11 in.

long, 0.06 in. wide, and 0.007 in. thick; it had a resistance of about I ohm.

8
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The igniter material was thermally initiated using a 28 V, 5 A., dc

power supply to actuate the nichrome heating ribbon.

Propellant Tube and Propellant

The Lucite tube used to contain the propellant inside the steel DDT

tube is shown in Figure 2 as it appears before the propellant is poured

into it. The purpose of this tube is to serve as a casting mold for the

propellant and as a jig for holding the gages during casting. The main

section of the Lucite tube is 10 in. long and has an inside diameter of

2 in. This section was slit lengthwise down the center of the cylinder

for the purpose of supporting the gages. Three ytterbium stress gages

were glued to a sheet of Kapton, their leads insulated from one another

by additional pieces of Kapton. The resulting Kapton sheet with gages

was then glued between the two Lucite half cylinders, as shown in

Figure 2. The stress gages were located 1, 2, and 3 in. from the end

of the cylinder. The gage leads were attached to Twinax coaxial cable

and potted with epoxy inside a Lucite backing tube that had an outside

diameter of 2.25 in. (Fig. 2). The purpose of the backing tube was to

delay the arrival at the measuring stations of stress waves reflected

from the end of the DDT tube. The entire assembly, propellant and backing

tube, was 22.375 in. long. Three ionization pins were placed in the tube

at points that were 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75 in. from the end.

After the stress gages and ionization pins were emplaced, the tubes

were sent to Edwards Air Force Base, where the propellant was cast in

them. Our original plan was to use propellant containing approximately

50% HMX. However, because of the propellant classification regulations

in force at the time, the propellant we obtained contained approximately

12% HMX. A number of 1-in-long sections of Lucite tube of the same

diameter as the propellant tube were also sent to Edwards Air Force Base.

Kapton is a registered trademark of Du Pont for polyimide film.
t Twinax is a two-conductor-shielded coaxial cable manufactured by
Trompeter Electronics.
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These 1-in. sections, termed add-on sections, were filled with either

solid or powdered propellant. The powdered propellant supplied for the

experiments exhibited a rate of pressure rise of 2.5 x 106 psi/sec in a

quickness test performed by personnel at Edwards Air Force Base. Each

of the 1-in. add-on sections contained four ionization pins. The pins,

0.25-in. apart, were used to measure the burning rate in the propellant.

The purpose of the add-on sections is described in the next section.

Experimental Arrangement

Two 1-in-long add-on sections were added in front of the 10-in, main

section of solid propellant in each experiment. By using various combi-

nations of powered and solid filled add-on sections, we could control the

burning rate in the propellant and observe the effect on stress wave

propagation and buildup at the stress gages in the main section ahead

of the flame front. Three experiments were conducted; the following

table gives the arrangement of the propellant add-on sections. The 10-in.

main section, in which the stress gages were emplaced, was used in all

experiments.

Table 1

ARRANGEMENT OF PROPELLANT SECTIONS

Experiment Number.

Propellant Section 1 2 3

First Add-on Section Solid a  Powderedb  Powderedb

Second Add-on Section Powderedb  Powderedb  Solida

3
aDensity - 1.95 g/cm

b 3
Density - 1.51 g/cm

12
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The add-on sections were taped to the 10-in solid-propellant section,

and a light pipe was epoxied to the outside of the combined cylinder so

as to be flush with the igniter end of the propellant tube. The entire

propellant tube--containing stress gages, ionization pins, and light

pipe--was then placed inside the steel DDT tube so as to butt against

the igniter (see Fig. 1). After alignment, the cavity between the

propellant tube and the inside diameter of the steel DDT cylinder was

filled with epoxy. We used stycast low viscosity Resin No. 3020 with

catalyst No. 9. Because this epoxy has a low exotherm temperature

(%30*C) it was safe to use with the propellant. A dummy igniter was

used to hold the components in the proper positions during the epoxy

pour. After the epoxy had hardened, the dummy igniter was removed and

the real igniter was inserted and the end caps bolted together. The

bolts, 1.25 in. in diameter, were torqued to 1,000 ft-lb each. The

leads for the stress gages and ionization pins exited through the end

cap opposite the igniter as shown in Figure 1. The space around the

leads was filled with epoxy.

Instrumentation

The signals from the stress gages and ionization pins were recorded

on oscilloscopes. The signal from the light pipe, produced when the

burning in the igniter mixture reached the igniter-propellant interface,

was used to trigger the oscilloscopes; the oscilloscopes recorded th2

stress gage signals. The power supplies for the stress gages were turned

on by the "gate out" from the oscilloscopes recording the stress gage

signals. The oscilloscopes used to record the ionization pins were

internally triggered by the signal coming from the first pin to close.

One oscilloscope, triggered by the signal from the light pipe, recorded

the signal from the pins. The record from this latter oscilloscope was

used to time-correlate the stress gages and the ionization pins.

From Emerson and Cummings, Inc., Gardena, Calif. 90248.

13
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Experimental Results and Interpretation

Table I shows the arrangement of cracked and solid propellant in

the three experiments that were performed. The results of each experi-

ment will be discussed and then some general conclusions will be given.

In the first experiment, in which we had expected stresses of the

order of 40 kbars, the stress gages recorded stresses of only about 5

to 7 kbar. Such low stresses indicate that the burning did not produce

high-order detonation. Because the instrumentation was set for the

expected high stresses, the stress gage records obtained were not of

optium quality. No pin records were obtained from this experiment.

Examination of the recovered hardware indicates that at some point

during the experiment, venting occurred between the steel DDT cylinder

and the end cap at the igniter end. The hardware was recovered still

completely assembled but the bolts had stretched under the internal

pressure generated by the burning igniter and propellant. After the

experiment, there was a 0.125-in. gap between the igniter end cap and

the DDT cylinder. Markings on the hardware indicate that the igniter

cup was forced backward and that the hot gasses escaped between the

igniter cup and the DDT cylinder. These escaping gases eroded the surfaces

of the cup and the inside of the DDT cylinder. Figure 3 shows the loose

fit between the igniter cup and the steel cylinder; the pre-shot tolerance

of this fit was 0.003 in. Figures 4(a) and (b) show that the hot escaping

gases also eroded the end cap and the bolts.

Although stronger bolts were used in the second and third experiments,

venting still occurred and the recovered hardware looked the same as that

in the first experiment. The hot escaping gases eroded parts of the end

cap, the bolts, and the igniter cup. Interestingly, we recovered pieces

of Lucite from inside the confinement cylinder that did not look like

they had been melted.

Stress gage records were obtained from all gages in the second and

third experiments. Figure 5 shows the oscilloscope records from Experi-

ment No. 3 and Figure 6 shows the corresponding reduced stress-time

profiles. The data in Figures 5 and 6 indicate a steady state of stress

14
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at each gage position about 100 to 200 psec after the initial rise.

The steady state of stress decreases from gages 1 to 3, however, indicat-

ing that the propellant maintains a stress gradient. Gage 3 from experi-

ment 3 recorded for the longest time--about 900 Lisec.

The stress waves arrive at the gages much sooner than the flame

front. In the first experiment, the stress waves arrived at gage 3

(the best record) about 480 psec after the flame reached the igniter-

propellant interface. In the second and third experiments, the stress

waves arrived at the gages just at the time the flame reached the igniter-

propellant interface. Two reasons for this difference are suggested.

In the first experiment, weaker bolts were used and the venting may have

occurred early causing a slower pressure buildup. Also, in the first

experiment the first propellant add on section after the igniter was

solid propellant, whereas in the second and third experiments the first

add on propellant section was powdered propellant. Thus, the gas

generated by the igniter might have entered the propellant more readily

in the latter two experiments, resulting in the earlier generation of

stress waves.

Good quality ionization pin records were obtained for experiment

No. 3. Seven pin signals were recorded; the results are shown on a

distance-time plot in Figure 7. There is a decided change in slope in

the pin results at about 900 .sec. The burning rate determined from

the pin data (ignoring the first pin) up to that point was 0.068 mm/psec.

After about 900 psec, the burning rate slowed to about 0.021 mm/sec.

Lagrange Analysis

The Lagrange stress histories shown in Figure 6 based on the experi-

mental data, were used in a Lagrange analysis to calculate Lagrange

particle velocity histories, Lagrange stress-particle velocity paths,

and Lagrange stress-specific volume paths in compressed propellant ahead

of the frame front. In the Lagrange analysis, the momentum equation is

integrated with the stress gradient estimated from the stress records

to generate the particle velocity histories at the gage positions.

19
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The continuity equation is then integrated with the particle velocity

gradient estimated from the particle velocity histories to generate the

specific volume histories at the gage positions. The elimination of

time between the stress histories and the particle velocity histories

gives the corresponding Lagrange stress-specific volume paths. The

(u,t) profiles calculated from the (a,t) records are shown in Figure 8,

and the corresponding Lagrange (a,u) paths and Lagrange (C,v) paths are

shown in Figures 9 and 10.

Examination of these profiles shows that the flame produces a com-

pression wave ahead of itself as it propagates along the tube. The

stress at a given gage position builds up to a constant value and a

constant Lagrange pressure gradient is formed in the compression ahead

of the flame. A shock is not formed in front of the flame because as

shown in Figures 9 and 10 the propellant satisfies the conditions

( /a/u 2)h < 0 and 0 2 /3v2)h < 0 in the pressure range produced by the

flame. The limited buildup in pressure is attributed to the relatively

small amount of HMX in the propellant. Shock formation is expected at

higher pressures in this propellant, however, because these second

derivatives become positive as the pressure increases. DDT experiments

with propellant containing more than 50% HMX will be performed in the

next experimental study.

21
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IV FUTURE WORK

Solutions for the flow produced by an accelerating flame will be

constructed and a series of Lagrange gage DDT experiments will be per-

formed with propellant containing more than 50% HMX, since Edwards Air

Force Base is now able to ship us propellant containing more than 50% HMX.

We expect that the greater HMX content will permit the expensive and

complex confinement procedures used in the present program to be simplified

and still allow us to observe DDT.

25
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Experimental procedures were developed for using multiple Lagrange stress gaes
to quantify states produced ahead of the flame front in burning HMX propellant.
Internal pressure histories in compressed propellant were recorded for the first
time in a DDT experiment. The gages recorded time periods of 300-500 psec and
peak pressures in the 2.5 to 4 kbar region. The limited pressure buildup is
attributed to the small percentage of HMX in the propellant. A shock was not
formed ahead of the flame because the second derivative of the Lagrange pressure-
specific volume compression curve is negative in this pressure region.
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